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SOCIAL STUDIES 

(ENGLISH MEDIUM 

PART – A & B 

Time: 3 Hours         15 Min  Class: 10
th

 Maximum 

Marks:80 

Instructions:- 

1) Read and understand the Question paper. 

2) Answer the questions under PART-A on separate answer booklet. 

3)  the given outline maps of India, World with the answer booklet of Part-A. 

4) Write the answer to the questions under Part-B on the question paper it 

self and attach it to the answer booklet of Part-A. 

5) Answer the questions from the given Three sections I, II, III of Part-A. 

6) Follow the instructions of every section. 

PART-A 

Time:  2 hours          45 Minutes      Marks:60 

Section-I    6X2=12 Marks 

Instructions: 

1 This section contains Group-A and Group-B. 

2 From each group choose any three answers from 6 questions. 

3 Write the answers in one are two sentences. 

4 Each question carries 2 Marks. 

                                                   Group- A 

1 ) Name the facilities enjoyed by the workers in the organised sector. 

2) write a short note on the great Indian desert. 

3)  give a few suggestions for the betterment of groundwater level in Telangana 

in present situation. 
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Observe the following map and answer the following questions. 

4) when do monsoons reach Maharashtra 

5) When do monsoon reach Kerala 

6 far is food security required today in India 

                                             Group- B 

7) Write any two differences between Russian Revolution( 1917  ) Indian 

freedom movement. 

8) What are the two essential characteristics of a unitary constitution. 

9) Which forms of protest do you like in Telangana movement ?why? 

10) Name the two movements related to Narmada bachao movement. 

11) Write two reasons for the failures of League of Nations. 

12) Which qualities of sardarvallabhbhai Patel do you like the most 

.why? 

Section-ll 

Instructions: 

1) This section contains total 8 questions write any 4questions. 

2) Write the answers in 4-5 sentences. 

3) Each question carries 4 mark. 

13) Name the factors influencing climate explain any two of them. 
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14) Give some suggestions for the implementation of code of conduct of 

elections 

15) Draw the India map and locate any two of peninsular rivers 

16) Observe the following graph and write a paragraph on the armament 

race 

17) Create a poster on water importance 

18) Suggest the reforms for betterment of unorganised sector workers 

19) Why did the people of Telangana demand separate state 

20) What would you do if you were to solve the problem of liquor 

prohibition. 

Section-lll 

Instructions  : 

1) This section contains group A and group B 

2) From each group choose any two answers from 4 questions. 

3) Write the answers in 8 to 10 sentences. 

4) Each question carries 8 marks 

21) is the influence of the Himalayas on Indian agriculture. 

22) Read the text given below and write your opinion. 

It is also important to realise that not only do people lose out as they are 

removed from their local environment, equally the the environment is 

denude of its rich bio Diversity as the traditional knowledge is lost along 

with the people. 

23) Observe the below pie chart and analyses it. 

Sartorial shares of employment 2015 to 16 
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24) the following in India map. 

A )Circarcoast 

B) Nainital 

C) Arrive originates in manasasarovar. 

D)Anaimudi 

Group-B 

25)Write the reasons for the discontentment among Telangana people in 

separate of gentlemen’s agreement. 

26)Read the following paragraph and write your opinion 

                    A large section of people who actively participated in the civil 

rights movements wear black womens who felt that their voice was not being 

heard even within the movement which was dominated by men.ln fact , no 

woman was allowed to speak in the famous Washington march.theyfelt that 

women needed to assert themselves for the equality of women. 
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27) the following table and analyse it. 

The trend of collinear government 1989 to 2004 

Serial 

number 

Colitiongovernment Duration Governing parties Supporting 

parties 

1 National front 1989 -

1990 

JD,DMK,AGP,TDP,JKNC CPM,CPI,BJP 

2 United front 1996-

1998 

JKNC,TDP,TMC,CPI, 

AGP,DMK,MGP. 

CPM 

3 National 

democratic 

alliance 

 1998-

2004 

JDU,SAD,TMC,AIADMK, 

JKNC,BJD,SHIVA-SENA 

TDP 

by 

28) the following in the given map of world. 

A) Palestina.                       

B) Bangladesh. 

C) Madagascar Islands. 

D) Brazil. 
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PART-B 

Time :30.min.                                                   marks:20 

Instructions: 

1) The main aim of chipko movement is.                  (     ). 

A) Protection of forests. 

B) Protection of farmlands. 

C) Protection of river water. 

D) All of the above. 

2) The Narmada valley development project is one of the largest  

........... the world.                               (      ) 

A) Thermal electric project. 

B) Hydro electric project. 

C) Automic project 

D) None of the above. 

3) The people working in rural areas recommended to .................. 

kilograms calories.                      (.         ) 

A) 2000  

B) 2100 

C) 2400 

D) 2300 

4) The peninsular plateau of India belongs to            (       ) 

A) Angara land    B) tethys sea 

C) Eurasia plate   D)gondwanaland 

5) The Himalayan rivers have carved out dip shaped valleys.        (.     ) 

A)triangle shape  B) v shape 

C) u shape   D) rectangle shape 
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6) The period of returning monsoon is.                             (           ) 

             A) from mid September to mid December 

             B) from mid January to mid April 

            C) from mid June to mid September.000 

            D) none of the above 

7) GDP stands for                                                      (        ) 

           A) Gross domestic product           B) General democratic public 

          C) Gross domestic profit          D) General democratic public 

8) Education Revolution is started in India in this state.                (         ) 

A) Maharashtra    B) Punjab         C) Himachal Pradesh   D) uttar Pradesh 

9) near.,.............the nilgiris join the Western ghats.                   (        ) 

            A) doddabetta             B)ooty            C) gudalur            D) anamudi 

10) This indicator is used by the world bank to classify the countries. (    ) 

          A) human development            B) national income 

           C) per capita income              D) economic development 

11) This is not an effect of the Great depression.             (    ) 

        A) increase in unemployment              B) reduction of industrial production 

        C) youth tuktuk criminal activities       D) increase in employment 

12) the famous idndefinitefast of k.chandrasekhara Rao begin on (.     ) 

         A) 29
th

 November 2009  B) 29th November 2013 

         C) 29
th

 November 2011         D) 29
th

 November 2012 
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13) glasnost to bring in greater freedom for the people is their reform 

introduced b              (         ) 

A) Stalin  

B) Lenin 

C) Gorbachev 

D) Crew save 

14) the government of India act was passed in...... by the British parliament.           

                                                                                                             (         ) 

     A) 1934          B) 1935         C) 1936         D) 1937 

15) they were .,........ members in constituent assembly.            (        ) 

          A) 9          B) 26         C) 35         D) 93 

16) on the day of polling .........shall not be distributed.               (        ) 

A) sweets  B) milk  C) alcohol  D) none of the above 

17) the first five years plan focused on.......            (           ) 

A) industries  B) agriculture   C) transport  D) social service 

18) the period between.......... was a test time for Indian democracy  (.        ) 

A) 1975 to 1985    B) 1985 to 1990    C) 1990 to 1995  D) 1995 to 2000 

19) green peace movement was initially started as a protest in.        (          ) 

A) 1951  B) 1961  C) 1971 D) 1981 

20) Hyderabad state become a democratic state in.                   (         ) 

A) 1952  B) 1953  C) 1956   D) 1947 


